TIMOTHÉE MARQUISÅ bstract. Let k be a field and A be a generalised Cartan matrix, and let G A pkq be the corresponding minimal Kac-Moody group of simply connected type over k. Consider the completion G pkq that is contained in U maÀ pkq must be trivial. We present several motivations for the study of this conjecture, as well as several applications of our functoriality theorem, with contributions to the question of (non-)linearity of U maÀ pkq, and to the isomorphism problem for complete Kac-Moody groups over finite fields. For k finite, we also make some observations on the structure of U maÀ pkq in the light of some important concepts from the theory of pro-p groups.
Introduction
The main theme of this paper is the correspondence between the properties of a complete KacMoody group and its Lie algebra over an arbitrary field, with a special emphasis on the case of finite ground fields.
Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a generalised Cartan matrix (GCM) and let g " gpAq be the associated KacMoody algebra ( [Kac90] ). Let also G A denote the corresponding Tits functor of simply connected type, as defined by J. Tits ([Tit87] ). Given a field k, the value of G A over k is called a minimal Kac-Moody group. This terminology is justified by the existence of larger groups, called maximal or complete Kac-Moody groups, which can be constructed as completions p G A pkq of G A pkq with respect to some suitable topology. For instance, the completion of the affine Kac-Moody group SL n pkrt, t´1sq of type r A n´1 is the maximal Kac-Moody group SL n pkpptqqq. Roughly speaking, a minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq is obtained by "exponentiating" the real root spaces of the Kac-Moody algebra g, while completions p G A pkq of G A pkq are obtained by exponentiating both real and imaginary root spaces of g. As a result, it is generally easier to make computations in p G A pkq rather than in G A pkq (see e.g. [CR14, Remark 2.8]). Another motivation to consider maximal Kac-Moody groups rather than minimal ones is the fact that, when k is a finite field, the groups p G A pkq form a prominent family of simple, compactly generated totally disconnected locally compact groups. Such groups have received considerable attention in the past years (see [CRW14] for a current state of the art).
Unlike minimal Kac-Moody groups, whose definition is somehow "canonical" (in the sense that the Tits functor G A over the category of fields is uniquely determined by a small number of axioms generalising in a natural way properties of semi-simple algebraic groups), maximal Kac-Moody groups have been constructed in the literature using different approaches. There are essentially three such constructions of completions of a minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq, which we now briefly review.
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in U maÀ pkq must be trivial. If this is the case, we call G pma A pkq simple in the sense of the Gabber-Kac theorem, or simply GK-simple. This terminology is motivated by its Lie algebra counterpart, stating that, at least in the symmetrisable case, every ideal of the Kac-Moody algebra g that is contained in n`pAq must be trivial: this is an equivalent formulation of the Gabber-Kac theorem 1 ([Kac90, Theorem 9.11]). For more details about GK-simplicity, we refer to §2.7 below.
One of the purposes of this paper is to attract attention to the following GK-simplicity conjecture and to provide motivations for its study -besides the motivation to clarify the relations between the different completions of G A pkq, and hence to provide a unified theory of complete Kac-Moody groups.
Conjecture 1. Let A be a GCM and let k be a field of characteristic zero or bigger than M A . Then G pma
A pkq is GK-simple. Note that, as pointed out to us by Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace, the group G pma A pkq fails to be GK-simple in general for char k ď M A (see Proposition 4.8 below).
As a first motivation, we present a second functoriality theorem. For each positive real root α P ∆ rè pAq, we let e α be a Z-basis element of g α Xg Z , and we let e i " e αi , i P I, be the Chevalley generators of n`pAq.
Theorem B.
Let k be a field, B a GCM, and let tβ i | i P Iu be a linearly independent finite subset of ∆ rè pBq such that β i´βj R ∆pBq for all i, j P I. Then the following assertions hold:
(1) The matrix A :" pβ j pβ pkq provided by Theorem A can typically not be extended to the whole group G maÀ pkq (or even to G A pkq) as soon as A ‰ B: this is a consequence of the simplicity results for these groups (see [Mar14] and the references therein). A more precise version of Theorem B is given in §3.3 below (see Theorem 3.10).
As a third instance of functoriality properties of Kac-Moody groups, we also establish that every symmetrisable Kac-Moody group G A pkq can be embedded into some simply laced Kac-Moody group G B pkq, that is, such that the off-diagonal entries of B are either 0 or´1. It is known that any symmetrisable GCM A admits a simply laced cover, which is a simply laced GCM B for which there is an embedding gpAq Ñ gpBq (see [HKL15, §2.4 Note that the embeddings of the minimal Kac-Moody groups (modulo center) provided by Theorem C preserve the corresponding twin BN-pairs and hence induce embeddings of the corresponding twin buildings. As pointed out to us by B. Mühlherr, similar embeddings can be obtained with a totally different approach (not relying on the Lie algebra), using the techniques developed in [Müh99] (see also [Müh02] ). A more precise version of Theorem C is given in §3.4 below (see Theorem 3.15).
]).

Theorem C. Let k be a field and A be a GCM. Let B be a simply laced cover of
Besides the question of injectivity of φ, the second fundamental problem in trying to relate the different completions of G A pkq is to understand when G A pkq is properly contained in G pma A pkq. In [Mar14] , we gave for each finite field k an infinite family of GCM A such that G A pkq ‰ G pma A pkq. Here, we exhibit a much wider class of examples.
Theorem D.
Let k " F q be a finite field, and let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM. Assume that there exist indices i, j P I such that |a ij | ě q`1 and |a ji | ě 2. Then G A pkq is not dense in G pma A pkq. We give two completely different proofs of this theorem. The first relies on Theorem A. The second is more constructive, and provides another perspective on this non-density phenomenon. The proof of Theorem D can be found in §4 below.
As a second motivation for the study of Conjecture 1, as well as a second application of Theorem A, we present a contribution to the linearity question of U The proof of Theorem E is given in §5 below.
As a third motivation for the study of Conjecture 1, we also present a contribution to the isomorphism problem for complete Kac-Moody groups over finite fields. The isomorphism problem for minimal Kac-Moody groups has been addressed by P-E. Caprace ([Cap09, Theorem A]). When k is a finite field, the group G A pkq turns out to contain, in general, very little information about A (see [Cap09, Lemma 4.3] 1 q, then the conclusion of the theorem holds without any GK-simplicity assumption (see Remark 6.9 below).
We conclude this paper by some observations on the pro-p group U maÀ pkq (for k a finite field of characteristic p) in the light of some important pro-p group concepts, such as the Zassenhaus-JenningsLazard (ZJL) series (also known as the series of dimension subgroups, see [DdSMS99, §11.1]). Given a pro-p group G with ZJL series pD n q ně1 , the space L " À ně1 D n {D n`1 has the structure of a graded Lie algebra over F p , called the ZJL Lie algebra of G (see [DdSMS99, page 280] The proof of Theorem G is given in §7 below.
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Preliminaries
Throughout this paper, N denotes the set of nonnegative integers.
2.1. Generalised Cartan matrices. An integral matrix A " pa ij q i,jPI indexed by some finite set I is called a generalised Cartan matrix (GCM) if it satisfies the following conditions:
(C1) a ii " 2 for all i P I; (C2) a ij ď 0 for all i, j P I with i ‰ j; (C3) a ij " 0 if and only if a ji " 0. 
Given two GCM
DefinegpAq to be the complex Lie algebra with generators e i , f i (i P I) and h, and with the following defining relations:
Denote byñ`"ñ`pAq (respectively,ñ´"ñ´pAq) the subalgebra ofgpAq generated by e i , i P I (respectively, f i , i P I). Thenñ`(respectively,ñ´) is freely generated by e i , i P I (respectively, f i , i P I), and one has a decompositioñ gpAq "ñ´' h 'ñ`(direct sum of vector spaces).
Moreover, there is a unique maximal ideal i 1 ofgpAq intersecting h trivially. It decomposes as
and contains the ideal i ofgpAq generated by the elements xì j :" adpe i q 1`|aij | e j Pñ`and xí j :" adpf i q 1`|aij | f j Pñf or all i, j P I with i ‰ j. The Kac-Moody algebra with GCM A is then the complex Lie algebra gpAq :"gpAq{i.
We keep the same notation for the images of e i , f i , h in gpAq. The subalgebra h of gpAq is called its Cartan subalgebra. The elements e i , f i (i P I) are called the Chevalley generators of gpAq. They respectively generate the images n`" n`pAq and n´" n´pAq ofñ`andñ´in gpAq. The derived Kac-Moody algebra g A :" rgpAq, gpAqs is generated by the Chevalley generators of gpAq. Let Q " QpAq :" ř iPI Zα i denote the free abelian group generated by the simple roots α 1 , . . . , α n , and set Q`" Q`pAq :" ř iPI Nα i and Q´" Q´pAq :"´Q`. Then gpAq admits a Q-gradation. More precisely,
where for α P Q`zt0u (respectively, α P Q´zt0u), the root space g α is the linear span of all elements of the form re i1 , . . . , e is s (respectively, rf i1 , . . . , f is s) such that α i1`¨¨¨`αis " α (respectively, "´α).
Here we follow the standard notation
The set of roots of gpAq is ∆ " ∆pAq :" α P Qzt0u | g α ‰ t0u ( . It decomposes as ∆ " ∆`Y ∆´, where ∆˘" ∆˘pAq :" ∆ X Q˘is the set of positive/negative roots. The subgroup W " W pAq of GLpQq generated by the reflections 
]).
Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM, and consider the corresponding derived Kac-Moody algebra g " g A . For an element u of the enveloping algebra U C pgq of g and an s P N, we write
Let U`, U´and U 0 be the Z-subalgebras of U C pgq respectively generated by the elements e psq i
. Then the Z-subalgebra U " UpAq of U C pgq generated by U`, U´and U 0 is a Z-form of U C pgq, called the integral enveloping algebra of g. It has the structure of a co-invertible Z-bialgebra with respect to the coproduct ∇, co-unit ǫ, and co-inverse τ , whose restrictions to U`" U`pAq are respectively given by The Z-algebra U inherits from U C pgq a natural filtration, as well as a Q-gradation U " À αPQ U α . We set g Z :" g X U and nZ " nZ pAq :" n`X U. For α P Q`, we also set pnZ q α :" nZ X g α . For a field k, we similarly write g k :" g Z b Z k, nk " nk pAq :" nZ b Z k and pnk q α :" pnZ q α b Z k, as well as
A set of roots Ψ Ď ∆`is called closed if for all α, β P Ψ: α`β P ∆`ùñ α`β P Ψ. For a closed set Ψ Ď ∆`, we let UpΨq denote the Z-subalgebra of U`generated by all U α :" U C p' ně1 g nα q X U`for α P Ψ. Given a field k, we define the completion p U k pΨq of UpΨq over k with respect to the Q`-gradation
where UpΨq α :" UpΨq X U α . For Ψ " ∆`, we also write p Uk " p Uk pAq :" p U k p∆`q. For each i P I, the element si :" exppad e i q exppad f i q exppad e i q P AutpUq satisfies si pU α q " U sipαq for all α P Q. We denote by W˚" W˚pAq the subgroup of AutpUq generated by the si , i P I. There is a surjective group morphism re , we make some choice of an element e α P E α (with e αi :" e i and e´α i :" f i for i P I), so that e α " w˚e i for some w˚P W˚and i P I with α " π W pw˚qα i . Then te α u is a Z-basis for g α X U, and we set sα :" exppad e α q exppad e´αq exppad e α q " w˚si pw˚q´1 P W˚.
Lemma 2.1. The group W acts on U by bialgebras morphisms.
Proof. Let u P U and i P I. Since the coproduct ∇ is an algebra morphism, we have Given a GCM A " pa ij q i,jPI , we denote by G A the corresponding Tits functor of simply connected type. As a group functor over the category of fields, it is characterised by a small number of properties; one of them ensures that the complex group G A pCq admits an adjoint action by automorphisms on the corresponding derived Kac-Moody algebra g " g A . Minimal Kac-Moody groups are by definition the groups obtained by evaluating such Tits functors over a field k.
The minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq can be constructed by generators and relations, as follows. For each real root α P ∆ re , we let U α denote the affine group scheme over Z with Lie algebra g α X g Z " Ze α , and we denote by x α : G a " Ñ U α the isomorphism from the additive group scheme G a to U α determined by the choice of e α P E α as a Z-basis element, that is, of St A pkq and we set r s i :" r s i p1q. The second step of the construction is to define the split torus scheme T " T A . Let Λ be the free Z-module whose Z-dual Λ _ is freely generated by tα The torus Tpkq is then generated by the elements
for r P kˆand i P I. There is a W -action on Tpkq, defined for any i, j P I and r P kˆby
For any field k, the minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq of simply connected type is now defined as the quotient of the free product St A pkq˚Tpkq by the following relations, where i P I, r P k and t P Tpkq:
We let U`pkq " UÀ pkq denote the subgroup of G A pkq generated by all U α pkq with α P ∆ rè . The normaliser of U`pkq in G A pkq is the standard Borel subgroup B`pkq " Tpkq˙U`pkq. The center Z A pkq of G A pkq is given by
We let Npkq " N A pkq denote the subgroup of G A pkq generated by Tpkq and by the elementss i for i P I. Then the assignment r s i Þ Ñ s i for i P I induces an isomorphism Npkq{Tpkq -W , and pB`pkq, Npkqq is a BN-pair for G A pkq.
2.5. Mathieu-Rousseau completions. The general reference for this paragraph is [Rou16] (see also [Mar13, §6.3 
Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM. For each closed set Ψ Ď ∆`pAq of positive roots, we let U ma Ψ denote the affine group scheme (viewed as a group functor) whose algebra is the restricted dual ZrU It is topologically generated by G A pkq, together with the imaginary root groups U pαq pkq, α P ∆ im . Unlike the minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq, the Mathieu-Rousseau completion G pma A pkq of G A pkq is thus obtained by not only "exponentiating" the real root spaces of the derived Kac-Moody algebra g, but also the imaginary root spaces.
The group functor U maÀ admits a more tractable description in terms of root groups, which we now briefly review. We call an element x P nZ homogeneous if x P pnZ q α for some α P ∆`. In this case, we call degpxq :" α the degree of x. Given an homogeneous element x P nZ with degpxq " α, we call a sequence px rns q nPN an exponential sequence for x if it satisfies the following conditions:
r1s " x, and x rns P U nα for all n P N.
rks b x rls and ǫpx rns q " 0 for all n ą 0.
Such an exponential sequence for x exists and is unique up to modifying each x rns , n ě 2, by an element of pnZ q nα . In particular, when α P ∆ rè , one has x rns " x pnq " x n {n! for all n P N. For a field k and an element λ P k, one can then define the twisted exponential
The element rexpsλx satisfies ǫprexpsλxq " 1 and is group-like, that is, ∇rexpsλx " rexpsλx p brexpsλx.
It is moreover invertible in p
Uk , with inverse τ rexpsλx "
is provided by the following proposition. (1) U tprexpsxqt´1 " rexpstpαqx for all t P Tpkq and x P pnk q α , α P ∆`.
Given i P I, λ P k and α P t˘α i u, we also have a conjugation action of exp λe α on U ma ∆`ztαu pkq given by (2.7)
Lemma 2.3. Let i P I, and let x P nZ be an homogeneous element of degree α P ∆`ztα i u. Then for any choice of exponential sequence px rns q nPN for x, the sequence psi x rns q nPN is an exponential sequence for si x, and we haves
for the corresponding twisted exponentials.
Proof. We first prove that psi x rns q nPN is an exponential sequence for si x. Since si preserves the natural gradation and filtration on U " UpAq and maps U nα to U nsipαq (n P N), the axioms (ES1) and (ES2) are clearly satisfied. Since moreover si acts on U by bialgebra morphisms by Lemma 2.1, the axiom (ES3) is also satisfied, as desired. The second statement of the lemma follows from (2.7).
2.6. Gabber-Kac kernel and non-density. The general reference for this paragraph is [Rou16, Section 6] (see also [Mar13, Chapter 6]).
Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM and k be a field. The minimal Kac-Moody group G A pkq acts strongly transitively by simplicial automorphisms on its positive building X`, associated to the BNpair pB`pkq, Npkqq of G A pkq. (For general background on buildings and BN-pairs, we refer the reader to [AB08, Chapter 6]).
The Rémy-Ronan completion G rr A pkq of G A pkq (see [RR06] ) is the completion of the image of G A pkq in the automorphism group AutpX`q of X`, where AutpX`q is equipped with the topology of uniform convergence on bounded sets. The BN-pair pB 
pkq the Gabber-Kac kernel of G pma A pkq, for reasons that will become clear in §2.7 below. It can also be described as We denote by UÀ pkq (respectively, G A pkq) the completion of UÀ pkq (respectively, 
]).
Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM and k be a field. By a theorem of Gabber-Kac (see [Kac90, Proposition 1.7 and Theorem 9.11]), every ideal of the derived Kac-Moody algebra g " g A intersecting the Cartan subalgebra h trivially is reduced to t0u (at least when A is symmetrisable). Equivalently, every graded sub-g-module of g that is contained in n`is reduced to t0u. The Lie algebra g k is called simple in the sense of the Gabber-Kac theorem, or simply GK-simple if every graded sub-U k -module of g k that is contained in nk is reduced to t0u. Similarly, the Kac-Moody group G pma A pkq is called GK-simple if every normal subgroup of G pma A pkq that is contained in U maÀ pkq is reduced to t1u. It is easy to see that the Lie algebra g k is GK-simple if and only if for all δ P ∆ im , any homogeneous element x P g k of degree δ such that pad f i q psq x " 0 for all i P I and s P N must be zero. By the Gabber-Kac theorem, g k is GK-simple when A is symmetrisable and char k " 0. When char k " p ą 0, this is not true anymore: for instance, the affine Kac-Moody algebra 
Functoriality
In this section, given two GCM A and B, we define a family of Lie algebra maps n`pAq Ñ n`pBq, which we call Z-regular, and which can be exponentiated to continuous group morphisms U maÀ pkq Ñ U maB pkq over any field k. We then give concrete examples of such maps, respectively yielding surjective and injective exponentials, as in Theorems A and B. Finally, we show how Theorem C can be deduced using the same lines of proof.
3.1. The exponential of a Z-regular map.
Definition 3.1. Let A " pa ij q i,jPI and B be two GCM. We call a Lie algebra morphism π : n`pAq Ñ n`pBq Z-regular if for each i P I, there is some β i P ∆ rè pBq such that πpe i q P pnZ pBqq βi . In this case, we denote by π : QpAq Ñ QpBq the Z-linear map defined by
Theorem 3.2. Let k be a field, and let A " pa ij q i,jPI and B be two GCM. Let π : n`pAq Ñ n`pBq be Z-regular. Then there is a continuous group homomorphism
such that for any homogeneous x P nZ pAq and any choice of exponential sequence for x, there is a choice of exponential sequence for πpxq such that
Proof. By assumption, there exist for each i P I some real root β i P ∆ rè pBq and some λ i P Z such that πpe i q " λ i e βi for all i P I.
Since e pnq βi P U`pBq for all n P N, the map U C pn`pAqq Ñ U C pn`pBqq lifting π at the level of the corresponding enveloping algebras restricts to an algebra morphism
Since W pBq acts on U`pBq by bialgebra morphisms (see Lemma 2.1), we get
for all i P I and m P N, where ∇ X denotes the coproduct on U`pXq, X " A, B. Hence ∇ B π 1 " pπ 1 b π 1 q∇ A . Similarly, denoting by ǫ X the co-unit on U`pXq, we have ǫ B π 1 " ǫ A , and hence π 1 is a bialgebra morphism.
Note also that π 1 preserves the natural gradations on U`pAq and U`pBq, in the sense that (3.2) π 1 pUpAq α q Ď UpBq πpαq for all α P Q`pAq.
In particular, the map Let now x P nZ pAq be homogeneous of degree α P ∆`pAq, and choose an exponential sequence px rns q nPN for x. Then y :" πpxq P nZ pBq is homogeneous of degree πpαq P Q`pBq. We claim that the sequence py rns q nPN defined by (3.3) y rns :" π 1 px rns q for all n P N is an exponential sequence for y, so that (3.4) p πprexpsλxq " rexpsλπpxq for all λ P k.
Indeed, y r0s " 1 and y r1s " y by the corresponding properties for x. Since π 1 pUpAq nα q Ď UpBq nπpαq for all n P N, we also have y rns P Uǹ πpαq pBq for all n, so that the condition (ES1) is satisfied. Similarly,
has filtration less than n in U C pgpBqq, because π 1 preserves the natural filtrations, yielding (ES2). Finally, (ES3) readily follows from the corresponding property for x and the fact that π 1 is a bialgebra morphism. Note that (3.2) and (3.4), together with Proposition 2.2(2), imply that
pπpαqq pkq for all α P ∆`pAq, where U B pπpαqq pkq :" t1u if πpαq R ∆`pBq. Since htpπpαqq Ñ 8 as htpαq Ñ 8, α P ∆`pAq, we deduce in particular that p π is continuous. This concludes the proof of the theorem.
pkq provided by Theorem 3.2 is unique if we in addition require that for any homogeneous x P nZ pAq, the choice of exponential sequence for πpxq for which (3.1) holds is given by (3.3). In this case, we call p π the exponential of π.
Surjective Z-regular maps.
Lemma 3.4. Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a GCM, and let gpAq "gpAq{i be the associated Kac-Moody algebra. Then i decomposes as a direct sum of ideals i " i`' i´, where i˘Ďñ˘is generated, as an ideal of the Lie algebrañ˘, by the elements xȋ j , i, j P I.
Proof. Let i˘denote the ideal ofñ˘generated by the elements xȋ j , i, j P I. We claim that rf k , xì j s " 0 for all i, j, k P I. If k ‰ i, this is clear. For k " i, this follows from the formula
obtained by an easy induction on m ě 0. This implies that i`is in fact an ideal ingpAq, and similarly for i´. In particular, i " i`' i´, as desired.
Lemma 3.5. Let A " pa ij q i,jPI and B " pb ij q i,jPJ be two GCM such that B ď A. Then the assignment e i Þ Ñ e i if i P J and e i Þ Ñ 0 otherwise defines a surjective Lie algebra morphism
Proof. This readily follows from Lemma 3.4. 
Moreover, if α P ∆`pXq, then α P ∆ rè pXq if and only if pα, αq X " 2, while α P ∆ im pXq if and only if pα, αq X ď 0 (see [Kac90,  Proof. Let r π be the Lie algebra morphism from the free complex Lie algebra on the generators te i , f i |i P Iu to g B defined by the assignment e i Þ Ñ e βi , f i Þ Ñ e´β i for all i P I. Since β j´βi R ∆pBq for all i, j P I, we deduce from [Kac90, Corollary 3.6] that β j pβ _ i q ď 0, so that A is indeed a GCM. Moreover, re βi , e´β j s " 0 for all i, j P I with i ‰ j.
Hence all the defining relations of g A " rgpAq, gpAqs (see §2.2) lie in the kernel of r π, so that r π factors through a Lie algebra morphism π : g A Ñ g B . A X UÀ pkqq. Proof. By Lemma 3.9, the Z-regular map π extends to a Lie algebra morphism
and hence also to an algebra morphism
Note
Thus, if y P K, then for any i P I the component of ś xPB rexpsλ x πpxq P p Uk of degree β i must be zero. Since π is injective and πpe i q " e βi ‰ 0, this implies that λ ei " 0. Hence K Ď U ma ∆`ztαi|iPIu pkq. For each real root α and each r P kˆ, we set sαprq :" exppad re α q exppad r´1e´αq exppad re α q P AutpU k q, so that sα " sαp1q (cf. §2.3). For any i P I and r P kˆ, any homogeneous x P nk pAq of degree α ‰ α i and any choice of exponential sequence px rns q nPN for x, we deduce from (2.7) that
In particular, r s i prqK r s i prq´1 Ď K for any i P I and r P kˆ. Since the torus Tpkq is generated by
A pkq is generated by U maÀ pkq and N A pkq, we conclude that K is a normal subgroup of G pma A pkq, proving (1). We now turn to the proof of (2). Let X P tA, Bu, and let I X denote the indexing set of X. Given w P W pXq and a reduced decomposition w " s i1 s i2 . . . s i k for w, we write
We recall that w˚depends only on w. Similarly, the coset r w T X pkq is uniquely determined by w. The relations (2.3) and (2.5) in G X pkq respectively imply that (3.7) r w¨t¨r w´1 " wptq for any t P T X pkq and (3.8) r w¨u¨r w´1 " w˚puq for any u P St X pkq.
Moreover, in view of the relations (2.4), the torus T X pkq is generated by the elements
For each positive real root γ P ∆ rè pXq, we fix some w γ P W pXq and some i γ P I X such that γ " w γ α iγ (with the choice w γ " 1 if γ " α i ), and we choose the basis elements e γ P E γ and e´γ P E´γ so that e γ " wγ e iγ and e´γ " wγ f iγ . To lighten the notation, we will also write w j :" w βj P W pBq and σ j :" i βj for all j P I A , so that β i " w i α σi and e˘β i " wi e˘α σ i for all i P I A .
Defining for all γ P ∆ rè pXq the reflection
we then have s γ " w γ s iγ w´1 γ P W pXq. We will also view s γ as acting on the coroot lattice
We define the map for some prescribed reduced decomposition w γ " s i1 . . . s i k of w γ P W pAq. Finally, using (3.7), (3.8), (3.9) and (3.10), we see that the restriction of r π to T A pkq is given for all r P kˆand i P I A by (3.13) r πpr
We are now ready to prove that the image by r π of the relations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) defining G A pkq are still satisfied in G B pkq. Observe first that r π and p π coincide on UÀ pkq. Indeed, this follows from (3.12) and the fact that for any γ P ∆ rè pAq and any r P k, p πpx γ prqq " p πpexp re γ q " exp rπpe γ q " exp rπ 1 pwγ e iγ q " exp rw πγ e βi γ " w πγ px βi γ prqq.
In particular, the image by r π of the relations (2.1) are satisfied in G B pkq for any prenilpotent pair tα, βu Ď ∆ rè pAq of positive real roots (and hence also of negative real roots by symmetry). Let now tα, βu Ď ∆ re pAq be a prenilpotent pair of roots of opposite sign, say α P ∆ rè pAq and β P ∆ ré pAq. Then there exists some w P W such that twα, wβu Ď ∆ rè pAq. Up to modifying e wα and e wβ by their opposite, we may then assume that we α " e wα and we β " e wβ (note that tα, βu ‰ twα, wβu Ď ∆ rè pAq). Hence ww α e iα " e wα and we may thus assume, up to modifying w wα , that w wα w´1 α " w. Set so that the relations (2.1) are indeed satisfied. We next check (2.2). Let t " r α _ j P T A pkq for some r P kˆand some j P I A , and let s P k and i P I A . We then deduce from (3.13) and the relations (2.2), (3.7) and (3.8) in G B pkq that
To check (2.3), let again t " r α _ j P T A pkq for some r P kˆand some j P I A , and let i P I A . We then deduce from (3.11), (3.13) and the relations (2.3) in G B pkq that r πpr s i tr s´1 i q " wi`r s σi r
Since (2.4) and (2.5) are an immediate consequence of the definition of r π, we conclude that r π factors through a group morphism 
In particular, πpwpλqq " w π pπpλqq for all λ P QpAq. Since π is injective, the claim follows. This shows that r w P T A pkq, and hence that ker r π Ď B`pkq. Therefore,
The same argument (using the Bruhat decompositions in G Remark 3.11. Note that the map r π : G A pkq Ñ G B pkq provided by Theorem 3.10 maps Z A pkq into Z B pkq by (3.13), and hence induces a continuous injective group morphism
Example 3.12. Let k be a field and let a P N with a ě 2. We define recursively the sequence pa n q nPN by a 0 :" a and a n`1 :" a n pa 2 n´3 q. For each n P N, consider the GCM A n " p 2´ań an 2 q. By Theorem 3.6, the assignment e i Þ Ñ e i , i " 1, 2, defines surjective group morphisms
Similarly, by Theorem 3.10, the assignment e i Þ Ñ e βi , i " 1, 2, where β 1 " s 1 α 2 and β 2 " s 2 α 1 , defines group morphisms
which are moreover injective if the corresponding Kac-Moody groups are GK-simple. Indeed, this follows from the fact that
n "´a n`1 , and similarly for β 2 pβ _ 1 q. Thus, we get two projective systems¨¨π
The projective limit of the first system should be, in some sense to be made precise, the group U maÀ 8 pkq associated to the matrix A 8 " p 2´8 8 2 q and with corresponding Lie algebra n`pA 8 q "ñ`freely generated by e 1 , e 2 (see also [KM95, Remark on page 55]). The projective limit of the second system is trivial.
Remark 3.13. If B is a GCM of affine type, then every subsystem tβ i | i P Iu Ď ∆pBq as in Theorem 3.10 yields a GCM A " pβ i pβ _ ji,jPI all whose factors are of finite or affine type. For instance, the case a " 2 in Example 3.12 together with Theorem 3.10 show that for the affine matrix B " p 2´2 2 2 q, the Kac-Moody group G B pkq{Z B pkq embeds properly into itself. Note that, at the algebraic level, G B pkq " SL 2 pkrt, t´1sq and the maps krt, t´1s Ñ krt, t´1s : t Þ Ñ t m (m ě 2) provide examples of such embeddings.
By constrast, as soon as B is of indefinite type, Example 3.12 shows that there exist GCM A " p 2´ḿ n 2 q with m, n arbitrarily large such that G A pkq{Z A pkq embeds into G B pkq{Z B pkq. has n i vertices α pi,1q , . . . , α pi,niq for each simple root α i P ∆pAq (where the n i are some positive integers), and such that each α pi,rq is connected in DpBq to exactly |a ji | of the vertices α pj,1q , . . . , α pj,nj q for j ‰ i, and to none of the other vertices α pi,sq . Such simply laced covers B of A always exist, but are in general non-unique (if one restricts to those of minimal rank). For more details about simply laced covers, we refer to [HKL15, §2.4] .
Simply laced covers. A GCM
Given a simply laced cover B of A as above, we write the indexing set J of B as the set of couples
In particular, we denote by e pi,jq and e´p i,jq :" f pi,jq the Chevalley generators of g B , by s pi,jq the simple reflections generating W pBq, and so on. For a field k, and elements i P I and r P k, we also set for short 
Then for all i, j P I and m P t1, . . . , n j u, xα pj,mq , α _ pi,¨q y " a ij . We extract from [HKL15, §2.4] the following lemma.
Lemma 3.14. Let A " pa ij q i,jPI be a symmetrisable GCM, and let B be a simply laced cover of A as above. Then the assignment e˘α i Þ Ñ e˘p i,¨q for i P I defines an injective Lie algebra morphism
The proof of the following theorem follows the lines of the proof of Theorems 3.2 and 3.10. We prefer, however, to repeat the arguments, as a common treatment of these results would necessitate very cumbersome notation. 
Since clearly ǫ B π 1 " ǫ A , we deduce that the restriction of π 1 to U`pAq is a bialgebra morphism.
Note also that π 1 preserves the N-gradations on U`pAq and U`pBq induced by ht : Q`Ñ N. In particular, the map This concludes the proof of (1).
We now turn to the proof of (2). Let X P tA, Bu, and let I X denote the indexing set of X. Given w P W pXq and a reduced decomposition w " s i1 s i2 . . . s i k for w, we write
For each positive real root γ P ∆ rè pXq, we fix some w γ P W pXq and some i γ P I X such that γ " w γ α iγ (with the choice w γ " 1 if γ " α i ), and we choose the basis elements e γ P E γ and e´γ P E´γ so that e γ " wγ e iγ and e´γ " wγ f iγ .
We define the map 
Finally, using (3.14) and the relations (2.4) in G B pkq, we see that the restriction of r π to T A pkq is given for all r P kˆand i P I A by (3.17) r πpr
We are now ready to prove that the image by r π of the relations (2.1), (2.2), (2.3), (2.4) and (2.5) defining G A pkq are still satisfied in G B pkq. Observe first that r π and p π coincide on UÀ pkq by (3.15) and the first statement of the theorem. In particular, the image by r π of the relations (2.1) are satisfied in G B pkq for any prenilpotent pair tα, βu Ď ∆ rè pAq of positive real roots (and hence also of negative real roots by symmetry). Let now tα, βu Ď ∆ re pAq be a prenilpotent pair of roots of opposite sign, say α P ∆ rè pAq and β P ∆ ré pAq. Then there exists some w P W such that twα, wβu Ď ∆ rè pAq. Up to modifying e wα and e wβ by their opposite, we may then assume that we α " e wα and we β " e wβ (note that tα, βu ‰ twα, wβu Ď ∆ rè pAq). Hence ww α e iα " e wα and we may thus assume, up to modifying w wα , that w wα w´1 α " w. Set
Consider the relation
in G A pkq for some r, s P k, where γ " iα`jβ runs, as in (2.1), through the interval sα, βr N . For each γ Psα, βr N , let ǫ γ P t˘1u be such that e wγ " ǫ γ w˚e γ . Note that w`sα, βr N˘" swα, wβr N . We have rx wα prq, x wβ psqs " w˚prx α prq, x β psqsq " w˚ˆź so that the relations (2.1) are indeed satisfied. We next check (2.2). Let t " r α _ j P T A pkq for some r P kˆand some j P I A , and let s P k and i P I A . We then deduce from (3.17) and the relations (2.2) in G B pkq that
To check (2.3), let again t " r α _ j P T A pkq for some r P kˆand some j P I A , and let i P I A . We then deduce from (3.15), (3.17) and the relations (2.3) in G B pkq that
Since (2.4) and (2.5) are an immediate consequence of the definition of r π, we conclude that r π factors through a group morphism r π :
which is continuous because it coincides with the continuous group morphism p π on UÀ pkq. In particular, it extends to a continuous group morphism r π : G A pkq Ñ G B pkq coinciding with p π on UÀ pkq. It thus remains to show that ker r π Ď Z A pkq and ker
πpUÀ pkqq " p πpUÀ pkqq Ď UB pkq. Similarly, (3.15) and (3.17) respectively imply that r πpN A pkqq Ď N B pkq and r πpT A pkqq Ď T B pkq.
Let g P ker r π. The Bruhat decomposition
B`pkq r wB`pkq for G A pkq implies that g " b 1 r wb 2 for some w P W pAq and some b 1 , b 2 P B`pkq. Hence r πpgq " r πpb 1 qr πp r wqr πpb 2 q " 1, so that the Bruhat decomposition for G B pkq implies that r πp r wq " 1. We claim that for any reduced decomposition w " s i1 . . . s i k with k ě 1, the element w π :" s pi1,¨q . . . s pi k ,¨q P W pBq is nontrivial. Indeed, define the Z-linear map
Then for any i, j P I A , we have
and hence πps i phqq " s pi,¨q pπphqq for any i P I and h P Q _ pAq. In particular, πpwphqq " w π pπphqq for all h P Q _ pAq. Since π is injective, the claim follows. This shows that r w P T A pkq, and hence that ker r π Ď B`pkq. Therefore,
The same argument (using the Bruhat decompositions in G 
Non-density
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem D. We now exhibit some imaginary root δ P ∆ im , some simple root α i , and some element x P pnk q δ such that δ´α i P ∆ rè and such that adpf i qx is nonzero in nk . This will show that the element exppf i q P U p´αiq pkq Ď G pma A pkq conjugates the element rexpsx P U pδq pkq Ď U im`o utside U im`( see (2.7)), yielding the desired contradiction. Set p " char k. By hypothesis, mn ą 4. Up to interchanging m and n, we may then assume that n ě 3. If p " 2, we may moreover assume that n is odd. Set β :" s 1 pα 2 q " α 2`m α 1 P ∆ rè and γ :" s 2 pα 1 q " α 1`n α 2 P ∆ rè , so that
Assume first that p does not divide 2´mn or that p " 0. Set δ :" α 1`γ . Then δ P ∆ im because δpα _ 1 q " 4´mn ă 0 and δpα _ 2 q " 0 (see [Kac90, Lemma 5.3] ). Set also x :" re 1 , e γ s P nk . Since γ´α 1 " nα 2 R ∆, we deduce that
Assume next that p divides 2´mn. Since n is odd if p " 2, this implies that p does not divide np3´mnq. Set δ :" s 1 pβ`γq " α 2`s1 pγq. Note that if m ě 2, then xs 1 pδq, α . Set x :" re 2 , e γ 1 s P nk , where γ 1 " s 1 pγq P ∆ rè . Since γ´β "´pm´1qα 1`p n´1qα 2 R ∆ and hence also γ 1´α 2 " s 1 pγ´βq R ∆, we deduce that rf 2 , xs " xγ 1 , α
We record the following more precise version of [Mar14, Theorem E]. Proof. Set A 1 " p 2´2 2 2 q and A 2 " A. For i " 1, 2, we also set pkqs, where h α P U α b Z k for all α P Q`, the homogeneous components h αi`αj and h qαi`αj are either both zero or both nonzero.
Set 
Here we used the fact that`q t˘" 0 in k unless t " 0 or t " q. pkq, we deduce that g R V , proving (1). Assume now that |a ij | ě q`1 and |a ji | ě 2. In particular, the only real roots not in Ψ are the simple roots α i and α j (see [Kac90, Chapter 5] ). Assume for a contradiction that g P UÀ pkq. Then g " exppλe i q exppµe j q mod V¨p Uk ,Ψ for some λ, µ P k. Since V¨p Uk ,Ψ Ď U ma 2 pkq, the components of degree α i and α j of exppλe i q exppµe j q must be zero, so that λ " µ " 0. Hence g P V¨p Uk ,Ψ . But this contradicts the first part of the proof, yielding (2).
As pointed out to us by Pierre-Emmanuel Caprace, the methods of this section can also be used to show that Kac-Moody groups G proper quotient of U rrB pkq is finite. But Corollary 3.7 provides a map π AB : UÀ pkq Ñ UB pkq with nontrivial kernel: in fact, ker π AB is even infinite, as it contains all real root groups in UÀ pkq associated to positive real roots α " xα 1`y α 2 with x, y ě 2 (i.e., by [Kac90, Exercises 5.25-5.27], the element α is a positive real root in both ∆ rè pAq and ∆ rè pBq if and only if nx 2´m nxy`my 2 P tm, nu and |x´y| " 1, which is easily seen to have no positive integral solutions px, yq other than px, yq " p1, 2q if n " 2 and px, yq " p2, 1q if m " 2. One then concludes as in Remark 3.8). Moreover, π AB has infinite image, as π AB pUÀ pkqq contains the subgroup of UB pkq generated by the simple root groups. Hence UÀ pkq cannot be just-infinite, a contradiction.
Non-linearity
This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem E. For earlier contributions to the linearity problem for the group U maÀ pkq over a finite field k, we refer to [CR14, §4.2]. We recall that a GCM A " pa ij q i,jPI is called indecomposable if, up to a permutation of the index set I, it does not admit any nontrivial block-diagonal decomposition A " p A1 0 0 A2 q. Indecomposable GCM are either of finite, affine or indefinite type (see [Kac90, Chapter 4] 
n s for all n ě 1, the proposition follows from an easy induction on n.
Remark 6.3. If k " F q is finite and such that |a ij | ě q for some i, j P I, Proposition 4.7 shows that the conclusion of Proposition 6.2 does not hold anymore.
We now apply the above observations to the study of the isomorphism problem for MathieuRousseau completions of Kac-Moody groups over finite fields. We first record some known facts about complete Kac-Moody groups allowing to recognise specific subgroups from the topological group structure.
For this, we will need to define Kac-Moody groups in a slightly more general context, namely by considering arbitrary Kac-Moody root data (see for instance [Rou16, §1.1] or [Mar13, §5.1.1]).
To simplify the notation, we have so far considered Kac-Moody root data D of simply connected type, as we are mainly interested in the structure of the subgroup U for all distinct i, j P I.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4(1) and (2), there exists an inner automorphism γ of G (as simplicial complexes) by the above discussion, we deduce that |k| " |k 1 | ": q, and hence that k -F q -k 1 . This concludes the proof of the lemma. ř htpαq"n dim gpAq α , then |k| dnpAq is the cardinality of À htpαq"n nk pAq α . Assume now that I " ti, ju. For X P tA, Bu, let i`pXq be the ideal of the free Lie algebrañ`pXq generated by the Serre relations xì j pXq " adpe i q 1`|Xij | e j and xj i pXq " adpe j q 1`|Xji| e i . For each n ě 1, let alsoñǹ pXq denote the subspace of elements ofñ`pXq of total degree n, that is, the linear span of all brackets of the form re i1 , . . . , e in s (i s P I). In particular, since i`pXq is graded, nǹ pXq{iǹ pXq " nǹ pXq for all n ě 1 as vector spaces, where iǹ pXq :" i`pXq Xñǹ pXq and nǹ pXq :" À htpαq"n n`pXq α . The above discussion now implies that dim iǹ pAq " dimñǹ pAq´dim nǹ pAq " dimñǹ pBq´dim nǹ pBq " dim iǹ pBq for all n ě 1.
If |a ij | " |a ji | " m, then dim iǹ pAq " 0 for all n ď m`1, while dim im`2pAq " 2. The corresponding assertion for B then implies that |b ij | " |b ji | " m, proving (2) in this case.
Assume now that a ij ‰ a ji , say m " |a ij | ă |a ji | " m 1 . Then dim iǹ pAq " 0 for all n ď m`1, while dim im`2pAq " 1. Again, the corresponding assertion for B implies that m " |b ij | ă |b ji | or that m " |b ji | ă |b ij |. Say m " |b ij | ă |b ji | " m 2 . For X P tA, Bu, let iì j pXq denote the ideal ofñ`pXq generated by xì j pXq " adpe i q 1`m e j . Assume for a contradiction that m 1 ‰ m 2 , say m 1 ă m 2 (the case m 1 ą m 2 being similar). Then dim im1`2pAq " dimpiì j pAq Xñm1`2pAqq`1 " dimpiì j pBq Xñm1`2pBqq`1 " dim im1`2pBq`1, yielding the desired contradiction. This concludes the proof of (2). Proof. Since all rank 2 subgroups of G pma A pkq and G pma B pk 1 q are GK-simple by assumption, (1) follows from Lemma 6.5 and (2) follows from Lemma 6.7.
Remark 6.9. In the notation of Theorem 6.8, if α lifts to an isomorphism α : G pma A pkq Ñ G pma B pk 1 q and if G pma A pkq is of rank 2, then the conclusion of Theorem 6.8 holds without any GK-simplicity assumption using Remark 6.6 and Lemma 6.7.
We conclude this section with two further observations on the isomorphism problem, using the results from the previous sections. 
